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G-Bar™ Rear Suspension Conversion

Bolt-In Canted Four-Bar Coil-Over Suspension Conversion

G-Bar™ is a bolt-in canted four-bar suspension system that directly 
replaces the OEM leaf springs and shocks for remarkably improved 
handling and performance. Available for Mustangs from 1964 to 
1970.

G-Bar™ Street Performance System

G-Bar™ and its variant AirBar™, dramatically improve ride quality and performance over the stock 
leaf spring suspension. The canted four-bar design is a proven suspension system commonly used in 
later model American muscle cars of all makes. Four individual arms precisely position the rear axle, 
better defi ning the correct travel path. A panhard bar is not required with this style of suspension. 
This enables spring rates to be easily changed without altering suspension geometry or allowing 
varying changes in pinion angle and lateral movement. Lighter spring rates can be used to better 
ride quality without allowing leaf spring wrap up, a common source of wheel hop. A combination of 
premium urethane and high durometer rubber bushings create controlled ride quality that inspires 
more confi dence for performance driving.
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Self-Positioning Installation

Installation requires no fabrication with only 
minimal welding and trimming on certain 
applications. The G-Bar™ chassis cradle uses 
a “self-positioning” system utilizing existing 
factory bolt holes for precise location. It is then 
welded to structural components of the vehicle, 
such as frame rails or reinforced sections of sheet 
metal. Multiple attachment points and tubular 
construction successfully create an effective 
chassis stiffening cradle as well as a stable 
suspension mounting crossmember.

Chassis attachment points for upper link bars and 
shocks are provided on the G-Bar™ cradle. Front 
of lower link bars utilize the factory front leaf 
spring mounting brackets. When using the stock 
rear end housing, lower link bars and shocks 
fasten to our bracket assembly securely bolted 
directly to the existing leaf spring pads. The rear 
of the upper link bar attachment points require 
mounting tabs be welded to the housing. An 
easy to use weld fixture is available to facilitate 
this task. A preassembled fabricated nine inch 
housing (FAB9™) complete with welded bracket 
assemblies is also available, 
streamlining installation and 
saving time. The FAB9™ 
housing accepts  standard 
9” Ford components.

Exhaust Clearance

The rear section of the 
factory exhaust is not 
compatible with G-Bar™. 
Although space is limited 
there is room to run a custom 
built exhaust system over 
the housing. Easier solutions 
include turn downs before 
the housing or routing the 
exhaust underneath the 
housing.
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Suitable Performance

The G-Bar™ system is available in various versions to better suit your particular 
performance application.

G-Bar™ - Street Performance System

G-Bar™ includes VariShock QuickSet 1, single adjustable coil-over shocks with 
spring rates per your vehicles rear weight ranging from 110 to 350 lb/inch. 
VariShock features 16-position valve adjustment within our specifi cally designed 
range. The VariShock QuickSet 2, double-adjustable shock is also available to 
truly unlock the tuning potential of the G-Bar™.

AirBar™ - Street-Ride System

AirBar™ system enables instant ride height and ride quality adjustment. AirBar™ 
is packaged with the patented ShockWave™ air spring, in single- or double-
adjustable versions. When fully defl ated, the vehicle rests fi ve to six inches below 
stock ride height and can be raised to driving height at the push of a button. A 
RidePro™ compressor system is required for operation.
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Applications

Model Year
G-Bar™ AirBar™ FAB9™ Housing
$1569 up $1999 up $649 up

Mustang 1964-1966 5800-M10 5801-M10 TCP HSGG-52

Mustang 1967-1970 5800-M10 5801-M10 TCP HSGG-54

AirBar™



VariShock QuickSet Coil-Overs
To take full advantage of the outboard mounting position, a complete custom 
shock absorber was developed by our sister company, VariShock. Installed 
height, travel, valving range and mounting confi guration are built to our exact 
specifi cations, whereas other manufactures are forced compromise with “off-
the-shelf” products.

“QuickSet 1” variable shock valving gives you 16 different levels of “instant 
adjustment” – without unbolting your VariShock! During fi ve years of intense 
research and development every shortcoming of conventional racing 
shocks was successfully corrected. Designed from a clean sheet of paper, 
VariShock’s QuickSet 1 combines sophisticated shock valving with all-new, 
American-made components. Our “QuickSet 2” double adjustable shocks 
are available as an upgrade to enable separate 16-position compression 
and rebound adjustments.  Never before have so much performance, 
repeatability and adjustability been offered to classic vehicles.

Single-Adjustable 16-position Knob

VariShock’s single-adjustable design is also easier to tune: 16 different settings are attainable simply 
by rotating the fully accessible, positive click knobs. Adjustments are made in seconds, without 
removing or unbolting the VariShock. One knob simultaneously sets bump (compression) and rebound 
(extension) characteristics. Knobs are laser-etched with directional arrows and “plus/minus” symbols 
that clearly indicate which direction achieves the desired adjustment.

Revolutionary Adjustment Mechanism

The revolutionary adjustment mechanism is smaller than any previous 
design, allowing our billet-aluminum body to be both shorter and 
lighter. You get more clearance around the eyes, plus greater travel 
within any shock length. The shocks use “Defl ective Disk Valving” 

in the pistons to eliminate spring fatigue. Piston rods  are made from 
5/8” centerless ground hard chrome steel for wear resistance and long 
service life. VariShock models are even “rebuildable” in the event they 
get bent or damaged. Custom valving is also available.  

Premium Urethane Ends

The urethane end has up to 350% more urethane material than other brands, 
for superior load distribution, yet no less clearance around the eye. We also 
chose a premium urethane that has much higher load capacity for improved life 
than the poly bushings from other manufacturers.

Locking Lower Spring Seat

A new-design, one-piece lower spring seat does not require a lock nut; 
it’s locked in place by two ball locks that press into the grooves on the 
reservoir body and easily unlock with an Allen wrench for adjustment.
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VariSprings
The new VariSpring line of springs was designed to complement 
the VariShock family.  Once again we used higher technology to 
resolve application limitations.  These springs are manufactured 
using a new high tensile wire, which is stronger than the chrome-
silicon wire used by other manufacturers.  This allows the springs 
to “set solid.”  The springs can compress until the coils touch 
without damaging the spring or causing it to take a set, which 
ultimately changes the ride height.  Since this wire can fl ex more 
than con ven tion al chrome-silicon wire, these springs have greater 
travel than our competitors’ springs of the same rate.  These 
springs will allow your shocks to travel their full range of motion 
without going solid.  This gives you greater traction and control 
at full bump, and additional suspension 
travel to work with.  If you are ready to take 
ad van tage of higher technology with greater 
travel, lighter, stronger springs, then step up 
to VariSprings.

Additional Coil-Over Components

Spring-Seat Thrust Bearings

Thrust bearings are used at the lower spring seat 
to reduce friction when adjusting ride height. 
New stainless “cap-style” seats 
enclose the thrust bearing to 
keep dirt out.

899-0�0-�17

Spanner Wrench

Our exclusive spanner wrench uses a unique 
four-tooth design to eliminate slipping while 
adjusting ride height.

899-01�-�01

Coil-Over Spring 
Compressor

For use with all 2-1/2” inside 
diameter coil springs. Greatly 
eases adjustment on high preload 
or high rate applications.

12” VariSprings - Recommended Rates

Rear Weight 
(lbs)

Spring Rate 
(lb/in) Part Number Travel 

(in)
925-1000 110 VAS 21-12110 7.91

1000-1100 130 VAS 21-12130 8.43

1100-1225 150 VAS 21-12150 7.61

1225-1350 175 VAS 21-12175 7.60

1350-1575 200 VAS 21-12200 7.45

1575-1825 250 VAS 21-12250 7.00

1825-2075 300 VAS 21-12300 7.07

2075-2350 350 VAS 21-12350 7.00
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VAS �00

Part Number Description Price
899-012-201 Spanner Wrench $31.00

899-020-217 Spring-Seat Thrust Bearings 39.00

VAS 200
2-1/2” Coil-Over Spring 
Compressor

59.00

Spring Selection

Spring rate effects ride quality, ride height 
and roll rate characteristics. Differences 
in vehicles such as fi berglass body parts 
and chassis stiffening should be taken into 
consideration. Additional springs can be 
purchased for tuning purposes.
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8661 Younger Creek Drive - Sacramento, CA 958�8
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RidePro™ Compressor Systems
We now offer RidePro™ 2-way and RidePro e™ 4-way air valve 
control systems by Air Ride Technologies. Each kit includes a 150 psi 
compressor, reservoir tank, air lines, fi ttings, and digital control kit. The 
RidePro™  assembly can be placed anywhere in the vehicle while the switches and gauges can be 
mounted elsewhere. Only the wiring harness and the smaller air lines are routed into the cabin. The 
air valves are “bubble tight.” This means they have been tested for complete leak free operation. 
The 4-way system allows for single or dual axle operation. This allows you to operate each air-spring 
individually for ultimate versatility in your application. This system uses a 3-gallon reservoir tank, 
the new RidePro e™ controller, a four switch control panel, and two dual-valve bodies to provide 
independent control of each zone. When confi gured in the 4-way mode, this system will prevent air 
transfer from side-to-side. This will improve cornering and handling and, help eliminate body roll. 
The massive air fl ow in this system results in a 5-6 second rise time. The 2-way system uses a 2-gallon 
reservoir tank, a two switch control panel with digital 
readout, and one dual valve body. This system provides 
independent control of 2 zones (front and back) with an 
8-10 second rise time. Left to right control is maintained 
by your sway bar.

VariShock ShockWave™
VariShock ShockWave™ is a unique product line that combines VariShock 
shock absorbers with Air Ride Technologies’ air bag springs and control sets. A 
combined engineering effort led to the redesign of Air Ride’s upper bag mount to 
a signifi cantly smaller component with increased clearance and easier installation. 
ShockWave™ units feature the same revolutionary adjustment mechanism found 
in our VariShock Coil-Overs but revalved to meet the special requirements of an 
air spring confi guration. This combination of technologies  give you complete 
ride control as well as adjustable ground clearance. For the ultimate in 
driving performance and ride height adjustability, we recommend the 
VariShock ShockWave™.

G-Bar™ Rear Suspension Conversion
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VAS 310-2121
RidePro™ �-way system, digital control, �-gallon air tank, 150-psi 
compressor with 1/4” lines. Provides front-back control

VAS 310-4231
RidePro e™ 4-way system, digital control, 3-gallon air tank, 150-psi 
compressor with 1/4” lines. Provides front-back control and side-side 
control

Part Number Description Price
VAS 310-2121 RidePro™, 2-way $799.00

VAS 310-4231 RidePro e™, 4-way 1099.00

ALL DATA SHEET PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE


